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This invention relates to stiffening and contour means 
adapted for utilization in garments, such as brassieres, 
corsets, or other similar undergarments, as well as in other 
articles of apparel requiring stiffening and/or contour 
means, as for example, along a hem-line or the like. 
The use of presently known stiffening means, such as 

boning, wires, and stays have been greatly restricted in 
their utilization because of the inherent structural limita 
tions which permit only a particular application to a 
speci?c stiffening need. Such known stiffening means, be 
cause of their thickness, and substantial rigidity are re 
stricted in their ?exibility upon a limited plane, and lack 
the variability necessary for utilization in providing con 
tour and stiffening, particularly to a straight and/ or sinu 
ous area. 

It is the object of this invention to provide stiffening 
and contour means adapted to be particularly suitable for 
use in supplying such means to straight and/ or sinuous 
areas of a garment. 
Another object of the present invention is the provision 

of stiffening means adapted to furnish support and rein 
forcement to various types of apparel requiring a degree 
of articulation, so as to conform to the natural contours 
of the wearer. 
A further object of this invention is the provision of 

an articulated stiffening device responsive to the varia 
bilities of design construction and body contour of an 
article of apparel. 

Another object of the present invention is the provi 
sion of a contour device adapted to furnish support and 
control to body tissue and which is responsive to varia 
bility on more than one plane, and which may be adapted 
for utilization in a straight and/or sinuous area of an 
item of wearing apparel. 

Still another object of this invention is the provision 
of stiffening and contour means of a resilient material 
responsive to bodily movement which stiffening and con 
tour characteristics will be unaffected by laundering or 
other cleaning processes. 
A further object herein is the provision of a stiffening 

device through which a machine sewing needle may pass 
without breakage. 

In accomplishing the foregoing, and other objects of 
the present invention, there is provided a plurality of sub 
stantially ?at, resilient members of a particular geometric 
substantially peripheral shape each swivelly secured in 
partial overlapping relationship with respect to one an 
other to form an elongated stiffening device. Each of 
the members forming the stiffening device are joined to 
each other to form an articulated stiffening device which 
may be combined, lengthened, or shortened as the needs 
of a particular class to which such stiffening means being 
applied, changes. The articulation of the segments or 
members forming the device according to the present in— 
vention speci?cally permits responsiveness to sinuous areas 
and flexibility on a tri-dimensional plane so as to yield to 
all types of body movements without any perceptible de 
traction of its primary molding and contouring char 
acteristics. 

Other and further objects and advantages of the present 
invention will be apparent to those versed in the art from 
the following description of the present invention as illus 
trated in the drawing in which: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a brassiere incorporat 
ing therein the stiffening and contour means according to 
the present invention; 
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FIG. 2 is a view of a hem-line of a length of fabric 

illustrating the use therein of the stiffening and contour 
means of the present invention; 
FIG. 3 is an articulated stiffening device similar to that 

utilized in FIG. 2 assuming a substantially triangular 
contour; 
FIG. 4 is a further view of an articulated stiffening 

device similar to FIGS. 2 and 3, assuming a substantially 
oval con?guration; 
FIG. 5 is a cross~sectional view taken on line 5-—5 of 

FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a further view of an articulated stiffening 

device assuming a substantially oval configuration show 
ing a further jointure; 
FIG. 7 is a cross-section taken on line 7—7 of FIG. 6; 
FIG. 8 is an articulated stiffening device assuming an 

oval con?guration, the segments thereof shown joined by 
tack stitching; 
FIG. 9 is a view taken on line 9-—9 of FIG. 8; 
FIG. 10 is an articulated stiffening device shown assum 

ing a substantially triangular con?guration, the segments 
thereof joined by lacing; and 
FIG. 11 is a view taken on line 1l—l1 of FIG. 10. 
Referring now to the drawing, the stiffening and con 

tour means if} is shown by way of example, in FIG. 1, 
as being utilized in a conventional brassiere 29, and in 
FIG. 2 utilized in a garment St). 
A conventional brassiere 24), shown by way of example 

is illustrated in FIG. 1 and comprises a body portion 21 
adapted to encircle the thoraxic area of the body of a 
wearer. A pair of bust cups 22, 23, secured to the body 
portion 21, generally assumes a convex con?guration to 
conform to the contour of the breasts, and is provided 
with an inner pocket 24 adapted to lie against the epi 
dermal tissues of the wearer, and an outer pocket 25 
overlaying inner pocket 24. stiffening and contour means 
10, adapted to provide the required stiffening, support 
and contour to the ?gure is disposed between said inner 
pocket 24 and outer pocket 25 along the perimeter thereof, 
and comprises a plurality of substantially flat, individual 
members 11 fabricated of a substantially resilient material 
such as plastic, stiffened weaves, metals, nylons or the like. 
Each of said members 11 are joined to each other in 
partially overlapping relationship by swivel locking means 
12, so that each member if, when joined in partial over 
lapping relationship with another, forms an articulated 
device 10. It will be noted that the length of the device 
is merely dependent upon the addition or subtraction of 
individual members 11 forming the device. 
Members 11 may assume an oval shape, as illustrated 

in FIGS. 4, 6, and 8, or a substantially triangular con 
figuration as shown in FIGS. 3 and 10, or even an elon— 
gated oval con?guration as shown in FIG. 2. In each 
of the aforementioned examples, it is to be noted that 
a particular shape may be more desirable for the utiliza 
tion of said stiffening and contour means it). For ex 
ample, where it is desired to furnish stiffening means to 
a scalloped hem line 31 as illustrated in FIG. 2, an elon 
gated oval configuration may be better suited for such 
purposes rather than a triangular shape. 

Each of said members H are swivelly joined by 
connecting locking means 12 at any point along their 
length or breadth. It is contemplated, however, that 
members 11 of a particular shape which are joined 
together will be uniformly joined although members hav 
ing locking means 12 intermediate their length, for ex 
ample, may be joined with members having lock 
ing means 12 along the top or even bottom thereof, as 
the needs of a particular situation requires. 

In order to result in a sinuous, articulated structure 
if), the locking means 12 may assume an arcuate slit 13 
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11, asshown in FIGS. 2-, 3, and 4, so that jointure is- > 
1' effected by interlocking of each arcuate slit 13 with the 

Members 11 may additionally be joined by pro- ' other‘. 
viding an aperturei14 at one ‘side’ of member 11 and a 
slitted leg15 at the opposite side thereof, so that the 
slitted leg 15 of one member ‘is adapted to fit Within. 
the aperture 14 of an adjoining member. In a further 
embodiment, FIG. 8 illustrates locking means 12in 
which each of said members. 11 are joined by. tacking 
16Yso that the swivel characteristics of the articulated 
device 10 is maintained. 1 > " ' 

Members 11 may additionally be joined by providing ‘ 
apertures 16 ‘on opposite sides’ thereof through which a 
tape 17 may be effectively laced, as illustrated in FIG} 
10'.‘ It is to be noted that once a particular sinuous 
contour is arrived at tor?t the needs of a particular use, 
any suitable stitching 18, or other means", may beem 

- ployed toretain the con?guration desired. 
While speci?c embodiments of my invention may have 

been described, it is apparent that'changes and modi?ca-r 
tions may be made therein, and the structure as so modif~ j 
?ed or changed will 
invention. " ’ " 

I claim: _ - ' 

1. An articulated stiffening and contouring device com~ 
prising: ' w “ i ' 

stiffening means; 
‘said stiffening means comprising, in turn: ' 

a plurality of individual generally ?at resilient 
members having: ' ' i ' 

I a periphery of a particular geometric contour; 
said' members being disposed'in. partially overlap-V 

ping relationship with "respect to one‘ another 
at said periphery; and ‘ 1 ' _ 

swivel connecting means for articulately joining 
said members in the aforesaid overlapping rela 
tionship; ‘ ' 

enabling said members to individually and con~ 

still fall withinjthe ambit "of my 

jointly respond to variations in forces applied’ 
thereto at more than’ one plane, and further en 
abling said stiifening device to be responsive to the 

contour of substantially planar and, curvilinear 
, areas. , i, i 

2. An articulated stiffening and countouringdevice as 
de?ned in claim 1, wherein: - 

said swivel, connecting means comprises: ' V. '» 
a pair OfjhQOk-llk? slits disposed substantially 

peripherally of ,each of said members; 
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said slits being‘ particularly adapted to articulately 
join said members in a‘ swivelly interlocking 
substantially peripheral overlapping relation 
ship with respect to one another. 

3. An articulated stiffening and contouring device as 
de?ned'in claim 1,,wherein: ' 

said swivelly interlocked members are detachably in 
terlocked relative to one another. 

4. An articulated stiffening and contouring device as 
de?ned in claim 1, wherein: ' ‘ 1 ' ' 

said swivel connecting meanscomprises: - e 

an aperture disposed substantially adjacent one of 
. a plurality’ of'sides.~ of each ofsaid members, 

and ' ' .. ‘ a 

a legidispos'e‘d substantially adjacent another of 
I said plurality 'of’sides; ' a 

the leg of one of said members being particularly 
adapted’to be mutually cooperatively engage 
able withrand within the aperture of an ad 

zjacent member to‘articulately join said mem 
bers in a swivelly interlocking substantially 
peripheral overlapping relationship with’ re 
spect to one another. 

'5. -An articulated stiffening and'contouring device as 
de?ned in claim 1, wherein: 1 i v - 

said swivel connecting means‘comprises: 
tacking particularly adapted for articulately join 

ing said ‘members in a swivelly interconnecting 
relationship with respect to one another at the 
said-periphery thereof. ' i ' ' 
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